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No ‘Free Parking’ here

UM, MSU
support
fair labor

Allison Maier
Montana Kaimin
Though controversy has surrounded The University of Montana and its policies regarding
fair labor in past years, the Montana State University campus has
remained relatively quiet about
the subject.
UM’s Students for Economic
and Social Justice (SESJ) have
danced in Main Hall, held a sit-in
in president George Dennison’s
office, gathered petitions to end
the Russell Corporation contract
and used other tactics in an effort to persuade the university to
adopt various policies and initiatives that show it is committed
to ensuring fair labor practices.
MSU has not seen the same kind
of prodding from students.
Nevertheless, in recent years
both universities have been affiliated with the Workers’ Rights
Consortium (WRC), an independent organization that conducts
investigations of working conditions around the globe. More than
180 other colleges and universities are affiliated with the organization as well. UM signed a pact
with the WRC in May 2007, following demonstrations by members of SESJ. MSU has been associated with the WRC for over
a year.
Julie Kipfer, director of marketing and licensing at MSU, said
MSU agreed to sign on in part because some faculty members felt
strongly about the issue and because of the increasing visibility
and awareness that fair business
practices have been getting everywhere.
SESJ has pushed the University to sign on to the Designated
Suppliers Program (DSP), which
is organized through the WRC
and applies specifically to the
rights of workers who produce
university logo apparel. Universities that adopt the DSP are
required to obtain most of their
logo apparel from companies that
provide fair working conditions.
The UM administration has
said it will not support the DSP
until the program receives a letter
from the U.S. Department of Justice stating that it won’t violate
anti-trust laws. The concern is
that companies that are approved
by the DSP and therefore receive
more business from universities
affiliated with the program could
See RIGHTS, page 8
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A family heads for the UC after parking in the hourly-pay lot Tuesday afternoon. UM’s Office of Public Safety is looking into new parking fee and fine
increases in order to cover higher officer salaries.

Student senators from across Montana
will weigh in with regents in meeting
Josh Potter
Montana Kaimin
Right in the middle of the week, ASUM
senators will put their daily schedules aside to
spend Wednesday through Friday in Helena,
meeting with the Board of Regents and other
representatives from the Montana university
system.
“The regents are so responsive to the students,” ASUM President Trevor Hunter said.
“That’s why it’s so important for us to go.”
Hunter said that the three-day meeting is
an opportunity for student senators and other
students from Montana universities to discuss
pertinent issues regarding education and funding.
“These (regents) are seven people who control every penny that goes into the university
system,” Hunter said, which is why it is important for there to be a student presence at the
meeting.
The Montana Associated Students is the
organization that encompasses all student
senates, and they meet three times a year. On
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Thursday they will meet with the regents.
Among other issues, the one that Hunter
says will certainly come up is Gov. Brian Schweitzer’s tuition freeze plan.
Schweitzer’s plan is to give the regents $10
million in order to freeze tuition at this year’s
level for another two years.
“The regents say that is not enough,” Hunter said.
Hunter said that the regents are afraid that
$10 million will be enough to freeze tuition.
But since inflation is increasing, a frozen tuition won’t be enough to maintain other programs.
“Is (frozen tuition) a plus? Yes,” Hunter
said. “But does it come with heavy consequences? Yes.”
Hunter said that the national economic crisis is encouraging people to go back to school.
But while a cheaper tuition would be helpful in
the short term, it may not prove to be beneficial
later.
“First, you’re going to see services and
quality be restricted,” Hunter said.
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Since the state is budgeted on a biannual
basis, Hunter said that two years ago the regents had enough money to freeze tuition and
not worry about the costs of inflation inhibiting
other programs.
“Coupled with the economic stuff that the
country is dealing with makes it more difficult,” Hunter said.
“The first thing to go is new proposals,”
Hunter said, such as the possible addition of
a minor in climate change the regents will be
discussing this week.
Also, Hunter said, “In two more years, there
will be an even higher tuition increase.”
Hunter said ASUM will not take an official stance on the issue until after the meeting
where its members can gather more information since this is a relatively new plan set forth
by the governor.
ASUM will meet with the regents on Thursday morning, alongside other Montana university senates from Bozeman, Billings, Miles
City and Butte.
See REGENTS, page 8
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Editorial

Modern dress is code for
sinful sexual desires
For those of you who know me, you know I’m a raging Republican whose main goal is to coerce The University of Montana to
become the most conservative college campus in the nation.
In fact, I support assistant law professor Kristen Juras’ attempt
to remove the Bess Sex column from this ragingly-liberal college
newspaper so much that I’m going to take her old-fashioned principles one step further.
Students, in order to save your souls from the propaganda of
America’s MTV culture, I’m determined to see a dress code enforced on this campus.
That’s right, girls. No more slutty outfits that make you look
like you should be on the Stockman’s dance floor on a Saturday
night instead of in Anthropology 101 on a Wednesday afternoon.
No more outfits that merely consist of a t-shirt, tights and Ugg
boots, which make you look like you forgot to put pants on.
No more Chacos or flip-flops before May and no more skirts
that show your coochie when you bend over. Unless you’re a sexpert or a stripper on your way to Fred’s Lounge, you don’t have
the professional authority to dress like one.
For the men, I’ll reverse the horrible trend started by the Beatles in the ‘60s and promote short hairstyles, which means there
will be no more free-flowing dreadlocks bobbing around campus.
We all know those dreadlocks really mean you’re just a raging
pseudo-hippie and you like having unprotected sex on drugs.
Just look around you. I know you’ll see one of these people in
nearly every one of your classes, and I’m tired of it. I pay tuition
to go to this university, so I should have a say in what the students
wear, because their scandalous outfits affect my learning capabilities.
Students should have to dress for class the same way they dress
for church. It’s disrespectful to your teachers to come to class
wearing next-to-nothing.
Freedom to wear what you want comes with responsibilities,
and it is inappropriate and unprofessional to dress like the stars
you see on MTV.
Sex is so pervasive in our culture that it’s even infiltrated your
minds when you decide what to wear in the morning. College is
a place for learning, not a place to express your post-pubescent
sexual desires through what you wear.
So dig out that chastity belt, quit reading the Bess Sex column,
and for God’s sake, PUT SOME CLOTHES ON.
Let’s work together to save our souls from the sin of sexuality
before we all go to hell — the only place it’s warm enough to wear
mini-skirts all year long.
Cynically yours,
Virginia J. Cleaveland, news editor
virginia.cleaveland@gmail.com

The Kaimin invites
letters to the editor
and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and
columns should be about 700 words. Please
e-mail both to opinion@montanakaimin.com, or drop them off in
Don Anderson Hall 208. Make sure to include a phone number.

A weekend in the city of Joyce and Jameson
I could have sworn I saw the guy in the seat
across the aisle from me shake his head in disappointment as I squeezed the last drop of whiskey
out of a plastic baggie into my cup.
No glower in the world could take away my
sense of victory, knowing that it was a two-forone deal on that flight, and probably the only one
I would get on my St. Patrick’s Day weekend in
Dublin.
Entering the city center on my first night, the
streets boiled in all directions with people, Irish
and American alike. It seemed every 20-something
from around the world had poured into the city to
take part in the gauntlet of drunken debauchery about
to ensue.
With the few days I had to spare, I allowed myself
to geek out a bit before charging like Galahad into
the spirit-drenched Temple Bar area of town. So, I
wandered into the James Joyce museum to better familiarize myself with the author who nearly incinerated my brain with his gargantuan novel, “Ulysses,”
in a class last semester at UM.
Walking through an exhibition of one of his writing studios brought to mind an excerpt from the “Cyclops” chapter, where Joyce recalls a public execution during which “an animated altercation (in which
all took part) ensued among the F.O.T.E.I. (friends
of the Emerald Isle) as to whether the eighth or the
ninth of March was the correct date of the birth of
Ireland’s patron saint.”
Following a public brawl that featured the use of
at least 11 different types of weaponry, Joyce adds
that a quick-thinking Constable McFadden restored
peace by proposing March 17th as an agreeable date
to both parties.
Whether or not this actually happened was of
little consequence to me. With calamitous intent, I
marched toward the old Jameson Distillery.
After sitting through a ridiculous faux-epic bio
on the life of John Jameson, we were led around
mock-ups of the old distillery (it consolidated with
the Irish Distillers Group in the late 1960s and was
later moved over to the Middleton distillery). Displays included stuffed and mounted old mouser-cats,
supposed former employees of the mill.
I wondered for a moment if this creepy assertion
was true, but was quickly sidetracked when the tour
guide picked me as one of eight volunteers to sample
three different whiskey shots, in addition to a whole
new glass of whiskey.

Faculty member addresses
Juras “expertise” argument
This is in reference to the ruckus that law professor Kristen Juras
has raised over the Bess Sex column.
Professor Juras wants to take
her complaints against the column
(and the Kaimin?) to the Board of
Regents and the state legislators.
What??? This is a college newspaper. College students read the
column.
A sexologist? No, Professor
Juras, college students know a lot

The Montana Kaimin, in its 111th
year, is published by the students
of The University of Montana,
Missoula. The UM School of
Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but
assumes no control over policy or
content.
Contact the Kaimin online at
editor@montanakaimin.com.
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For me, this was like getting the golden ticket for
the tour of the Willy Wonka chocolate factory. Except with whiskey. Needless to say, I was delirious
with joy.
I was given a Jameson’s shot and was asked to
compare it to a shot of Johnny Walker Black Label
Scotch (which was awesome) and one of Jack Daniel’s (which I’ve always believed is crap). But then,
it didn’t matter. It was still three shots more than everybody else was getting, which only further justified
my admission ticket.
After taking in another straight-up glass of
Jameson’s, I was given a certificate stating my
qualifications as a “whiskey taster,” much in the
same fashion I used to get awards in first grade for
showing up to school on time. It’s going to look
terrific framed on my wall above my bachelor’s
degree in journalism.
Finally, on the eve before the parade, I headed
into the infamous Temple Bar district, which bursts
with pubs down most of its streets. After clawing our
way through a couple of bars teeming with American tourists and really bad acoustic covers of “Sweet
Home Alabama,” my accomplice and I found a
warmly-lit old tavern down the road.
We sat on a dark wooden bench under the glow
of low-hanging clouds shining through a skylight. I
spotted the loveliest painting I have ever seen hanging on the wall below the glass.
It depicted a warm bar setting, teeming with
drunken hooligans arm-in-arm, faces glowing with
joy, as a burly man in the foreground, with a smile on
his face and a pint in his hand, was slugging a man in
the chops and sending him sailing over a table.
I could feel the spirit swelling in my heart … as
well as in my liver. And with a renewed faith in humanity, we sneaked up to a third-story overhang at
the next pub, drinks in hand, and covertly surveyed
the swaying drunken crowd below.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu

Letters to the
Editor
about sex and Bess’ column, while
entertaining, is a frank discussion
of what college students are talking about.
Educational? It’s educational
for me (I’m a faculty member in
the College of Health Professions
and Biomedical Sciences) to learn
what the college students have on
their minds. Go ahead, Professor

Juras, and bring this atrocity to the
attention of the Board of Regents
and the state legislators. They will
most likely respond to your foolishness as President Dennison did
when he said, “It’s not something
that I read.”
They might also think that you
have too much time on your hands
as an assistant professor and need
a few more meaningful classes to
teach.
Katie George, faculty,
biomedical and pharmaceutical sciences
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Former Kaimin columnist
stunned by column controversy
My kudos to Kaimin editor
Bill Oram for upholding the paper’s editorial decision to publish the “Bess Sex Column.”
As a former Kaimin columnist
hack myself, I was stunned to
read that a professor is waging a
campaign founded on the premise that writers for the paper
must be experts in their chosen
subjects. After all, in nearly every issue of the Kaimin, a columnist can be observed holding
forth on some subject about
which he or she is not even remotely qualified to comment.
Philosophy, politics, economics, history — all are frequently
subjected to analysis that is at
times amateurish, uninformed,
or downright preposterous.
In these very pages I wrote
some things which, seen in retrospect, cause me to grimace.
But I also wrote many columns
of which I’m very proud, and
anyone who has done much
writing at all will tell you it’s
basically impossible to have
one without the other.
Now, Bess actually is not
writing bad sex advice, but even
if she were, what’s the big deal?
At least her misleading commentary would be directed to-

Opinion
wards pursuits where the errors
are more comic than tragic ...
which is more than can be said
for most of the op-ed writers
banging out “serious” screeds
in our nation’s most “respected” newspapers these days. Bad
economic ideas destroy wealth.
Bad political ideas get people
killed. Bad history causes people to repeat its mistakes. Yet
none of these things should be
banned or silenced. So how the
hell does anyone get the idea
that some writings about lovemaking should be?
I’d say it’s because of an
anti-sex, anti-pleasure, anti“this world” mentality, which is
deeply rooted in the Christian
ethical framework that most
people take for granted. But
that’s just my own half-cocked
take.
Andrew Bissell
mathematical
sciences, economics, ‘06
Chicago, Ill.
District Judge appaled at Kaimin’s and student’s comments
I am troubled and saddened
by the comments of Editor Bill
Oram relative to Professor Kristen Juras’ opposition to a sex column published in the Kaimin.

Letters to the
Editor
I am acquainted with Professor Juras and know her to
be a talented educator and a
compassionate and wise woman. Mr. Oram’s characterization of her as an advocate for
Christian and “right wing”
groups is clearly an attempt
to disparage her credibility by
associating her with persons
or groups he obviously disdains.
After nearly a decade of service as a district court judge,
I have learned a thing or two
about assessing credibility.
When a witness launches into
a personal attack, the testimony
becomes immediately suspect.
Moreover, I find it curious that,
while invoking free speech
rights against the view expressed by Professor Juras, Mr.
Oram seemingly derides the
Christian Legal Society’s lawsuit against the University of
Montana for seeking to enforce
what the Christian Legal Society believes is a constitutionally protected right of freedom
of association and religious ex-
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pression. You can’t choose to
honor only the constitutional
rights you like, Mr. Oram. Such
a position suggests an inconsistent commitment to the Bill of
Rights.
Finally, the comments from
other students directed toward
Professor Juras in response to
Mr. Oram’s article are, for the
most part, appalling. Where are
those zealous advocates of free
speech who would defend Professor Juras’ right to her opin-

ion? As a woman and a dedicated professor, she is worthy
of respect whether you agree
with her or not. Engaging in
honest debate is fair enough,
but displaying unvarnished disrespect because of a different
worldview demonstrates a disturbing measure of vileness and
intolerance.
Blair Jones
District Judge
22nd Judicial
District, Columbus

The KAIMIN KLICKs
www.montanakaimin.com
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Gun rights bill faces growing oppostion
Associated Press

HELENA — Opposition is
growing to the more gung-ho
of the Montana bills aiming to
expand gun rights — and even
fracturing the membership of
the National Rifle Association.
But the NRA promised to
make House Bill 228 a priority
for the session and galvanize its
membership to push the measure.
House Bill 228 would let
people carry concealed weapons inside city limits — even
without a permit to do so. It
also makes certain that everyone has the right to self defense
without an obligation to first
run away.

Police officials told the Senate Judiciary Committee that
the NRA does not speak for
them when it supports loosening Montana gun laws.
The measure fairly easily
passed the House last month
with relatively little formal opposition. It received a Senate
hearing Tuesday.
The Senate Judiciary Committee on Tuesday said they
will make changes to the bill,
and sent it to a special subcommittee to iron out differences.
One area of particular concern
allows people to brandish a
firearm if they feel threatened.
“It’s our most important bill
of the session,” NRA regional

lobbyist Brian Judy said in an
interview. “NRA members will
be apprised of developments.”
That means lawmakers can
expect a steady stream of emails from gun rights advocates. And Judy said the measure will be used to help craft
the NRA scorecard so important to many Montana politicians.
Police officers — touting
their own NRA credentials —
said the bill goes too far and
creates loopholes for criminals.
Missoula Police Chief
Mark Muir said the NRA does
not speak for every member.
His opposition stems from a
“fear of armed criminals,” he
said.
Police and prosecutor organizations said suspect characters who could be denied concealed-carry permits under
current law will be allowed to
carry under the proposal and
police couldn’t do anything
about it.
“It will only allow criminals
to conceal their intent,” Muir
said.
Great Falls Police Officer
Jesse Slaughter said he is an
NRA member and a staunch

supporter of gun rights. But he
said the proposal as written has
several problems.
He pointed out that a police
officer needs a good reason to
brandish a weapon and must
do so in very specific ways.
Slaughter said citizens will
have no such rules and will be
brandishing guns in all sorts of
inappropriate ways.
Prosecutors and the office
of Montana Attorney General
Steve Bullock opposed the bill
as well.
Judy said NRA members
who don’t like the organization’s positions, or its support
of this bill, are free to quit their
membership. He said no one
would be kicked out.
Judy also said the NRA is
opposing the version of the
“Castle law” already cleared
by the Senate and sitting in the
House because the organization believes it could take away
some gun rights.
HB228 supporters told the
panel that it is important to
clarify self-defense laws to
match what Montanans already think is the law. Others
said it appropriately makes it
more difficult for prosecutors
to prove that someone claiming

self defense was actually committing a crime.
“I have always said that before we take away a liberty interest or convict someone of a
crime that the basic burden of
proof, innocent before proven
guilty, should be the law of the
land,” said Rep. Deborah Kottel, D-Great Falls.
Kottel also said she liked
provisions guaranteeing that
renters and people staying in
motels still have a right to own,
carry and use guns in selfdefense regardless of what the
property owner says. And she
notes the bill clarifies that self
defense also lets people defend
neighbors or others.
“What strikes more terror
in your heart? To know there
is a bad person on the loose
... or that your neighbor sat
on the porch and watched as
someone hit you, raped you,
or injured your child?” Kottel
said. “That is what strikes fear
in my heart.”
Gary Marbut, who runs the
Montana Shooting Sports Association and wrote most of
the proposed law, said it clarifies “these gray areas in the
Montana code that need to be
defined.”

Sen. Mark Udall, D-Colorado, introduced a bill Monday
that would allow ski areas to
offer year-round recreation on
land they lease from the U.S.
Forest Service. Mountain biking, alpine slides and zip-lines
that whiz people above forests
and valleys are among the more
common summertime activities
pursued by ski resorts.
Some 125 ski areas nationwide operate in part on federal
land under a 1986 law that expressly permits skiing and skirelated recreation.
Environmentalists complain

Udall’s bill could lead ski areas
to build water parks and roller
coasters, which they say would
clash with the typical uses allowed on Forest Service land.
“We would like recreation on
national forest lands to be dependent on a natural setting and
dependent upon an outdoor recreation experience,” said Ryan
Demmy Bidwell, executive director of Colorado Wild, an environmental group in Durango,
Colo. “Urban-type recreation
that could be provided in any
context is not appropriate on
public lands.”

S e n a t e d e b at e s s k i r e s o r t b i l l
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Congress
is stepping into a dispute between environmentalists and
the ski industry over whether
ski areas should be able to expand their summertime recreation, a move critics say could
allow them to build amusement
parks.
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UM club baseball team stymied by March weather
Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
After a weekend of sun and
temperatures in the 50s, the sight
of snow on the ground Tuesday
morning was the equivalent of
seeing a black cat in a dark alley
for the UM club baseball team.
Sporadic Missoula weather, including this recent snowfall,
forced the team to cancel its upcoming home series against Boise
State.
Although weather cancellations can be frustrating, junior
centerfielder Jeff Fritchman said
that it’s just part of what they face
playing baseball in Montana.
“This is something that I’ve
been dealing with every year I’ve
played for the team,” said Fritchman, who is in his third season for
the Griz. “It’s to the point where
you expect it now. But it still can
put a big damper on the season.”
The Boise series marked the
second slate of games for the
team that have been cancelled this
season. Games scheduled in Idaho against the University of Idaho
earlier in the month were also
cancelled due to a snowstorm.
Senior Mick Ormiston, who
has dual duties of being coach
and president along with being
the team’s designated hitter, said
that games never get rained out,
but about four to five games a season get snowed out.
Even though the cold weather may freeze out games for the
Griz, it doesn’t prevent them from
practicing. The team practices
four to five times a week, even if
the weather isn’t the most conducive for outdoor activities.
“Last week it was 5 degrees
and the wind was blowing and we
were out there,” Ormiston said.
Fritchman said that he isn’t
a huge fan of the cold March
weather, where the team often
practices in single-digits.
“It’s been terrible,” Fritchman said. “Typically, baseball is
a warm-weather sport. So when

you’ve got guys coming out all
bundled up, trying to stay warm,
you can’t get loose. It doesn’t feel
like you’re playing 100 percent.
So when we actually play a game,
it doesn’t seem like we’re ready.”
Ormiston stressed that, in order for the 17-member team to
improve, repetition is the most
important factor.
And while they still get out
several times a week, practices
in the cold weather don’t allow
the team to experience game-like
situations.
“You can practice things like
fly balls and run around a bit,”
Fritchman said. “But you can’t really hit. We don’t want our pitchers out there throwing in the cold
and messing their arms up. Then
we go out there during games,
and it’s like we haven’t seen a
curve ball in months.”
The lack of full-on practice
was evident last week when Weber State swept the Griz on the
road.
Weber, ranked in the top 20 of
the National Club Baseball Association, had the advantage of having played upwards of 25 games
already in this early season.
“It was just tough because it
was pretty much our first game
situation, seeing live pitching
for the first time, and these guys
(Weber) have played 25 games
already.”
Once the weather starts to
cooperate and the team gets to
practice more, Ormiston doesn’t
hesitate to say that the Griz will
be one of the most talented teams
within their North Pacific East
Conference.
“We’re an experienced team,”
he said. “The pitchers are looking
good and everybody is a lot more
dedicated than they have been in
the past. I’m confident that we
can hang with anybody in the
conference.”
Montana isn’t the only team
that has weather acting as an
See BASEBALL, page 7

Center fielder Jeff Fritchman practices with the UM club baseball team Tuesday afternoon.

Beware of bracket busters
during March Madness

Whit
By Whitney Bermes
Did you fill out your bracket? Who are your upset-picks? Do you have Butler or LSU?
These are the typical questions I’ve heard murmured on my bus rides home lately. The NCAA
men’s basketball tournament starts tonight, and
bracket banter is in full swing.
Filling these puppies out can be quite aggravating. I have poured what feels like hours into my
bracket, jumping back and forth, crossing out,

erasing, crossing out again and replacing. Brackets
quickly become an obsession for sports fans across
the country. These are big decisions. Who will be
the George Mason of this year’s big dance?
Sports fans put a lot of serious effort into their
choices, researching records, player statistics and
teams’ strengths of schedule. But let’s not forget
the other type of bracket lovers — the bracket-busters, if you will.
These are the people who have quite possibly
never attended a basketball game in their lives.
They probably don’t even know the ball goes to the
other team when one team scores a bucket. But for
whatever reason, they decide to get in on the action
and fill out a bracket of their very own.
Most of the time, they base their choices on each
team’s seed. Other times, they concoct the craziest
reasons for picking the 16th-ranked No-Names to
go all the way.
“Oh, my dad’s best friend from high school went
there for a semester back in the ‘80s. The team has
a special place in my heart.”
But, bracket busters seem to, somehow or another, win every pool in the nation. Every work, every
See SPORTSWHIT, page 7
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Team USA rallies to beat
Puerto Rico 6–5 in WBC
Associated Press

MIAMI — Hobbled and
humbled in the World Baseball Classic, Team USA is
still swinging.
David Wright sliced a
two-run single that capped a
three-run rally in the bottom
of the ninth inning Tuesday
night, and the injury-plagued
Americans qualified for this
weekend’s semifinals with a
6–5 win over Puerto Rico.
Wright’s hit with one out
eliminated Puerto Rico from
the tournament. The Americans advanced to the next
round at Dodger Stadium.
It was an especially sweet
victory for the U.S. after
Saturday’s
embarrassment
against Puerto Rico that triggered the mercy rule when
the Americans fell 10 runs

behind, ending the game in
the seventh inning.
This time they played a
full nine, saving their best for
last in the 3-hour, 54-minute
marathon.
Trailing 5–3, Team USA
began its rally when Shane
Victorino and Brian Roberts
singled to the start the ninth
against J.C. Romero (1–1).
Derek Jeter flied out, Roberts
stole second and Jimmy Rollins walked on a 3–2 pitch.
Fernando Cabrera came on
to pitch, and he walked Kevin Youkilis to force in a run.
Wright then lined a 2–1
pitch just inside the rightfield line, raising his fist
when the ball dropped in.
The New York Mets star was
mobbed by teammates near
second base after two runs
scored.
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Missoula’s ice rink
juggles 50-plus teams
Colter Nuanez
Montana Kaimin
At the end of regulation, the
scoreboard read 4–4. Five selected shooters from each team
banged their sticks on the ice
rhythmically as anticipation arose
in the arena air.
Each goaltender, both doing his best Goldberg the Goalie
impression, stonewalled the first
four shots from the opposition.
Then, on the last attempt of the
shootout, the final shooter did his
best Charlie Conway, nailing a
knuckle puck into the top righthand corner of the net for the
game-winner.
The goal was met with celebration, but the celebration was
short-lived. This was not the Finals of the Junior Pan Am Games,
and the Mighty Ducks were not
playing Iceland in front of 25,000
fans. Rather, it was a Missoula
Area Youth Hockey Association
(MAYHA) game between Western States Insurance and Taco
Maker in front of about threedozen bystanders.
The elation may have been
comparable to that of a Disney
movie, but the duration was not
simply because the epic battle of
10-year-olds was not the night’s
grand finale. Instead, the ice
would be a hustle-and-bustle that
has become commonplace at Missoula’s Glacier Ice Rink.
“This place is kind of a sleeping giant,” said Bill Mathews,
the executive director of the rink.
“Aside from Washington-Grizzly
Stadium, more people come to
Glacier Ice Rink than any other
venue in all of Missoula.”
To be exact, that means over
90,000 people went to the Glacier
Ice Rink last year. That means the
rink is a $1.3 million operation
annually. But that also means that
Glacier, the only two-rink venue
in the state of Montana, is a jampacked scheduling nightmare.
Mathews said on most days,
the rink’s schedule is full from 6
a.m. to 1 a.m. the following morning. The high demand for ice
time stems from the amount of or-

ganizations with a passion for ice
sports that call Glacier home.
Glacier Ice Rink, which has
been in operation for 11 years, is
run by the combination of nonprofit efforts from MAYHA and
the Glacier Hockey League, an
adult no-check league based out
of Missoula. But the facility,
which is open 10 months a year,
also caters to the University of
Montana Men’s and Women’s
club teams, the Missoula Figure
Skating Club, the Missoula Bruins, WHAM (Women’s Hockey
Association of Missoula) and the
Missoula Maulers Junior A Hockey team. Also lobbying for ice
time are citizens of the Missoula
who want their turn on skates.
Glacier offers public skating,
pick-up hockey, stick puck and
private ice time for rent.
Each organization that wishes
to find a place on the schedule
must pay a fee. The non-profit
organizers get priority when it
comes to scheduling. After that,
scheduling is determined on a
first-come first-serve basis.
Because of this pecking order,
the University of Montana club
teams are limited to practicing
once or twice a week in the wee
hours of the morning.
Eric Kessler, the team president for the University of Montana Men’s Club team, said that
practicing at 6 a.m. may not be
the ideal situation, but ice time
is such a commodity that Kessler
said the club team feels fortunate
to get any time it can.
“Sometimes people aren’t at
their best at 6 a.m., but it really
isn’t too bad,” he said. “Since we
are a school team, we have to
work around kids’ class schedules
anyways so going in the morning
is OK.”
Mathews said sports on skates
are rapidly growing in popularity, both locally and all over the
country. More than any other demographic, adults are getting on
the ice. Glacier plays home to
about 50 adult teams totaling over
750 players.
See GLACIER, page 7
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People crowd Mt Jumbo elk
Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
There is good news for local
outdoor enthusiasts looking to
swarm area hills and mountainsides; the city reopened the previously-closed areas on the thawing
slopes of Mount Jumbo Sunday.
The bad news? People have
long encroached on the winter
habitat frequented by elk and mule
deer on the mountainside and will
likely continue to do so.
Missoula Parks and Recreation
worker Becky Goodrich said that
even through the snowy months,
hikers and bikers head up the
mountain, often crossing into restricted areas. This creates a problem for the animals fighting to live
off the land.
“Deer and elk are flight-type
animals,” Goodrich said. “When
people spook them, they race
through the snow, using up the fat
reserves that are key to their survival.”
Although some small pine trees
dot its sides, the mountain is covered with tall grass, making it a hot
spot for hungry wildlife. A recent
Fish, Wildlife and Parks helicopter count revealed 75 elk spend
the winter on Mount Jumbo, along
with a large number of mule deer.
But popular trails on the mountain
also cut through fields where the
animals graze.
The Missoula Parks and Recreation department and the local
branch of Montana Fish, Wildlife
and Parks regulate land use on
Mount Jumbo, controlling access
on the mountainside to protect its
creatures. The access closures take
effect annually on Dec. 1.
The newly-opened area is the
section dubbed the south zone,
encompassing the Backbone Trail
and other trails near the white-rock
St. Ignatius “L.” The north zone
borders Lincoln Hills Drive and
includes the land on the mountain
stretching to the north of the road.
Goodrich said the latter portion
will be closed until May 1 because
the animals still calve there later in
the season.
“When the snow starts to
melt, they move north to higher
ground,” Goodrich said. “We naturally keep the area closed longer

because the animals are there later
in the spring.”
One of the biggest problems
facing deer and elk is that people
regularly bring their dogs with
them, often without leashes. And
while humans don’t normally run
around chasing the animals, dogs
do and terrify the already timid
creatures.
A city ordinance requires owners to keep their pets within “sight
and sound control” and within 75
feet of them at all times.
The collaboration between
the city’s Park’s and Recreation
department and the Fish, Wildlife and Parks dates back to the
early 1990s. The groups formed
a Mount Jumbo advisory committee to recommend land restriction,
set the opening and closing dates
and spearheaded public education
efforts aimed at reducing human
impact in the area.
Vivaca Crowser, who works
for Missoula FWP and sits on the
committee, said even the most
conscientious, responsible hikers
and bikers can cause problems
simply with their presence.
“It doesn’t matter how respon-

sible you’re acting,” Crowser said.
“Simply by being in the area you
can disturb the animals. They’ll
move elsewhere if they know humans are around.”
Crowser said for those who do
decide to use the trails, it’s important to clean up after themselves.
“We really try to get people to
understand that they need to be
responsible for removing their
waste,” she said. “That includes
removing any waste your dog
leaves behind.”
Workers recently installed free
Mutt Mitts for people to do just
that.
Three areas of the mountain are
open year round: the trail to the
“L,” the U.S. West road above I-90
and the road connecting Tamarack
and Upper Lincoln Hills Drive,
plus a 40-acre area below the road.
Owners are required to keep dogs
on a leash on the “L” trail and the
U.S. West road during the winter.
Violations of the Mount Jumbo
winter closure are punishable by
fine. For more information, call
Missoula Parks and Recreation at
721-PARK.
matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu

Prescribed fires are allowed, but require permit
Jeff Osteen
Montana Kaimin
A smoky sky is an infamous
symbol of the fires around Missoula in the summer. But as spring
approaches, it’s okay to light one up
— provided you have a permit.
According to the Missoula County Environmental Health Department, the outdoor burning season
opened March 1.
“People have been pretty good
about following the rules,” said Missoula Fire Marshal Bob Rajala.
The Missoula Fire Department
issues about 100 permits to burn
untreated wood within Missoula per
season and the wood must be burned
on an acre of open land. Problems
begin to occur when people burn
things like treated wood or insula-

scribed burns this spring.
tion used in wiring, Rajala said.
“You can’t do it in the heat of
Rajala said cooking fires are
summer,” she said.
allowed within city limits,
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its own burn plan
Service, said,
that is created and
“Every forest has
plans in place” for pre- Photo illustration Montana Kaimin timed with respect to

temperature, wind conditions, humidity and population centers.
“When those conditions are correct, we go out there and light it up,”
Davis said.
However, even when people
abide by all rules, fire can still be
unpredictable.
Davis said fires generally get out
of control in July and August when
the weather in the northern Rockies
heats up and dries out, but unplanned
fires can happen at any time.
Rajala said the Missoula fire department occasionally gets calls to
respond to out-of-control fires, especially when the wind kicks up.
“Most (uncontrolled) fires are
human-caused,” Davis said.
About 80 percent of uncontrolled fires on forest service land

are caused by campfires, cigarette
butts, sparks from vehicles and
generally careless people, she said.
Lightning causes the other 20 percent.
Davis said permits to work in
certain forested areas may be issued
when conditions become severely
dry, but those permits are primarily distributed so the forest service
knows where to patrol.
“If it gets really bad, we might
put fire restrictions in place,” she
said. “And of course, fireworks are
always our enemy.”
All outdoor burns require a permit, and a call must be made on the
planned burning day to the Outdoor
Burning Hotline at 258-4900 for information on restrictions.
jeff.osteen@umontana.edu
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GLACIER
Continued from page 6

“Our adult league is actually
one of the biggest I know of,” said
Mathews, who is in his second
year as executive director. “In the
Northwest, you would have to go
to Portland or Seattle find leagues
any bigger.”
Despite hard times throughout
the entire American economic
landscape, Glacier Ice Rink has
actually seen an increase in attendance since the economic crisis
hit. Mathews said he thinks it’s
because skating in general is an
affordable activity, with Glacier
charging between $3 and $6 for
skate rentals.
Although Glacier has kept
costs down, the facilities continue
to improve. The “Buy a Block”
fundraiser has a goal of $500,000
and will pay for the renovation to
the eight locker rooms surround-

BASEBALL
Continued from page 5
Achilles heel. Fritchman said that
several other teams, especially
the Idaho teams, cancelled games
due to weather.
“Other schools have the same
weather,” he said. “But when we
go and play them, we expect to
sweep them.”
While this weekend’s home
games may have been cancelled,
Ormiston said that the team might
travel to Idaho this weekend to
make up the games cancelled a
few weeks ago.
As for home games, the Griz
will take on Utah State for a threegame series starting April 11. The
Griz play at Lindborg-Cregg field

Sports/Outdoors
ing the two rinks. Another rink
is in the works and Mathews said
the third ice will be a reality in
the next few years. So far, “Buy a
Block” has gathered over $63,000
in donations.
As this sleeping giant continues to grow, it is becoming
less of a form of niche entertainment. Almost 25,000 spectators
watched the Maulers last season
alone. Bitterroot Motors recently
donated an $80,000 state-of-theart Zamboni to the rink. Nissan
recently donated a car that will be
raffled off to help raise money.
A poker tournament at the Silver Slipper in April hopes to net
$25,000 for Glacier. Mathews
said all this has been and will continue to be essential to the continued growth of Glacier Ice Rink.
“This thing got going 11 years
ago and has grown so much so
fast,” Mathews said. “Dedicated
people and grassroots fundraising coupled with people’s love to
skate has made it what it is today.”
colter.nuanez@umontana.edu
on Spurgin Road, west of Reserve
Street.
Fritchman said home games
are always a plus, but he would
like to see better fan turnout for
this season.
“Nobody seems to know
that we have a team,” he said,
“They’re like, ‘Oh, you’re on the
baseball team? I didn’t know we
had one.’ It’s the same story every time.”
Once word gets out about
the team though, Fritchman said
there are plenty of reasons for
fans to come.
“It’s extremely competitive
baseball,” he said. “And if people
want to come see some good,
hard, competitive college baseball, that’s what we do.”
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
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Rare vine in Hawaii now endangered
Associated Press
HONOLULU — A rare Hawaii vine has been added to the
endangered species list, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service said
Tuesday.
It’s the second species to be
classified as endangered by the
Obama administration. The first
was the reticulated flatwoods salamander, an amphibian native to
south Georgia, north Florida and
coastal South Carolina. It was put
on the list last month.
The Hawaii plant is found only
in the wet forests on the island
of Molokai, 2,300 to 4,200 feet
above sea level. The green vine’s
loosely spreading branches often
tangle in a large mass.
The vine doesn’t have a common name, and is known only by
its scientific name of Phyllostegia
hispida.
“It is our hope that it will come

SPORTSWHIT
Continued from page 5
Facebook, every God-forsaken
basketball pool out there, they
find a way to win.
Talk about heartbreak.
My plea to all the bracket
busters out there is to stay away.
Stay far, far away from anything
resembling a bracket. Please, just
leave this one to the experts. If I
have to struggle through anoth-

to the forefront of public attention
along with Hawaii’s other numerous endangered plants,” said Patrick Leonard, field supervisor for
the agency’s Pacific Islands Fish
and Wildlife Office.
Only 10 individual plants of
the vine had been spotted between 1910 and 1996, the agency
said.
It was thought to be extinct
in 1997. But two seedlings were
found at the Nature Conservancy’s Kamakou Preserve in 2005.
Since 2007, 24 wild plants
have been discovered. A total of
238 plants are known to currently
exist.
The vine’s low numbers put
it at higher risk for being wiped
out by natural disasters like hurricanes and disease outbreaks.
Feral pigs, an invasive species,
and competition from nonnative
plants also threaten the plant.
The Lyon Arboretum in Hono-

er NCAA tournament listening
to these thoughtless wannabes
cheer and jeer about getting
yet another game right, I might
crack.
As fun as it might seem to
throw your two cents into this
once-a-year activity, just keep
that change to yourself and let
the real sports fans have a chance
to showcase their talents and put
their season’s worth of knowledge to good use.
whitney.bermes@umontana.edu

lulu, Kalaupapa National Historical Park on Molokai, and other
organization have been growing
specimens that may be used to
plant the vine in the wild, the
agency said.
The state’s Department of Natural Resources has put up fences
in some areas to protect them
from pigs and other feral animals.
Hawaii has 329 federally protected endangered species, more
than any other state.
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Pleased?
Perturbed?

Write a letter to the editor
kaiminletters@umontana.edu

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their
best judgement and investigate fully any
offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out any money.
LOST OR FOUND
Lost: Single brown sheep skin mitten.
Reward. Call 880-1414
Lost: 3/11. Long, fringed, maroon shawl/
scarf in SS or FA building. Reward. 720810-3214 or drew.rozean@umontana.edu.
Lost: 3/11. Red 512MB flashdrive along
Arthur or between Urey and LA buildings.
Important! Call 717-658-6931.
FOR RENT
Weekend cabins 30 min. from Missoula.
$44-66 night Rock Creek Cabins 251-6611
Five bedroom duplex, garbage and water
paid, private parking, washer/dryer,
close to University. $1200 plus deposit.
Call 493-1942.

Montana Kaimin
Office Staff:

REGENTS

RIGHTS

Continued from page 1

Continued from page 1

The Montana Associated Students plan to discuss everything
from the Amethyst Initiative, a
petition to lower the drinking age
that UM president George Dennison has signed, to nominating
the three finalists for the student
regent position.
The Montana Associated Students participate in these meetings
because, “if the regents want to
know what’s going on, the students are their greatest resource,”
Hunter said. “We’re there to be a
resource from the student’s perspective.”
joshua.potter@umontana.edu

potentially become monopolies in
the industry.
MSU has not adopted the DSP
either, and there hasn’t been a push
to do so, according to Kipfer.
Both universities have also
signed on to the Collegiate Licensing Company’s (CLC) labor code
standards. The CLC is the leading
collegiate trademark licensing and
marketing company. In January,
UM renewed its contract with the
company for the next 10 years.
The CLC’s labor code requires
that licensees offer wages that
meet employees’ basic needs, set
guidelines for the number of hours

kiosk
KAIMIN

CLASSIFIEDS
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employees can work and prevent
child labor and harassment, among
other things.
Kipfer said MSU uses the
CLC’s labor code and its monitoring of companies’ compliance as a
way of making sure the companies
they are involved with follow ethical business practices.
“We are definitely committed to
fair labor practices,” Kipfer said.
UM went a step further in 2006
by creating a vendor code of conduct. The code describes encouraged practices and compliance
procedures for the companies it
does business with, stating that
the university has a “longstanding
commitment to sound, ethical and
socially responsible business practices.”
Lu Terry, UM contracting officer and purchasing agent, said
the code was written after students asked the university if it
had a vendor code of conduct.
Students were involved in draft-

R AT E S
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day

ing the document as well.
Because UM is a state agency
and must follow state laws on
purchasing, the university could
not technically enforce a code of
conduct unless it were adopted
by the state. The code of conduct
is therefore mostly a way for the
university to monitor the business
practices of the companies with
which it has contracts.
When Executive Vice President
Jim Foley terminated the Russell
contract last month, he said it was
because the corporation had not
followed the university’s code of
conduct. MSU recently terminated
its contract with Russell as well.
MSU does not have a written
vendor code of conduct. According to Shawna Lanphear, MSU’s
director of purchasing, this is because the school wants to follow
state guidelines.
“We don’t go rogue; we follow
the rules,” she said.
allison.maier@umontana.edu

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepayment is required. Ads may be placed at
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email:
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.

Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day

Lost and found ads may be placed
in the Kiosk free of charge. They can
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

Rooms available in remodeled fraternity
house from May 15th to August 1st.
Close to U on Gerald & University
Ave. $350/month w/small deposit.
Includes all utilities, inc cable & internet.
Call MREM at 406-541-6468 or visit
www.millenniumrem.com.
HELP WANTED
$50 to anyone who can find me a wedding.
This lead must turn into a booked
wedding. Photographer Dave Bell www.
davebellphoto.com
Curry Health Center is looking for a new
CARE Coordinator to begin training
in April. Eligible candidates must be in
Missoula over summer. Please submit

a resume, references, and safer sex
philosophy to Health Enhancement in
Curry Health Center by March 20th. For
more info please check out the job posting
on the UM student job website.
Parks and Recreation summer jobs:
Aquatics,
Recreation,
Work-study
available. Lifeguard/WSI classes starting
April 6. www.missoulaparks.org. 600
Cregg Ln. 721-PARK
PERSONALS
Tight budget? Quit smoking/chewing kits
at Curry Room 112
Counseling and Psychological Services.
Call for an appointment. 243-4711
“Knowledge is the antidote to fear.” ~Emerson

Wildland Fire Training, Basic and
Refresher. Call 406-543-0013
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student
discount. Downtown at 136 East Broadway.
Computer Central, 542-6540.
Computer Problem? Free Diagnosis! Free
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
www.davebellphoto.com
A Professional, Winning Resume will be
yours… When Rainmaker Resumes writes
it! Our powerful resumes will get you a job
interview… guaranteed! Call today for a
free consultation, 546-8244.
Editing: www.pamelabishop.us

Got an XBOX? Unleash it’s power so it
can play NES, SNES, N64, and more.
$20 for unlimited Nintendo games. Visit
modmybox.blogspot.com.
TO GIVE AWAY
2 English Bulldogs M/F Free To A Good
Home. AKC registered, in good health.
Contact carringtonmarvin@yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS
Poets Wanted! Lake Missoula Cellars
Presents a Poetry Slam Wednesday March
25th at 7:30pm. To sign up call Alysha at
480-296-3361.
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“A kiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to
stop speech when words become superfluous.”  
		
~Ingrid Bergman

